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1. INTRODUCTION

When heavy nuclei collide at energy far above the Coulomb barrier we may study

the property of nuclear matter in temperature and also density regions far away from the

equilibrium. We then hope to study dynamical effects related to the compressibility and

the two body collision term. At relativistic energies, some collective effects (flow, bounce

off) have been established from a shape analysis1) done with a large number of light

particles with Z < 10. For incident energies lower than 100 MeV/u we may expect that

the number of nuclear species formed will be smaller and that a large part of the nuclear

matter involved in the collision will be shared in a limited number of heavy fragments

(Z>10). If dynamical effects are still present at GANIL energies they ought to manifest

themselves through the properties of the produced fragments (masses, emission angles,

velocities and correlated variables ). We will present an analysis of heavy nuclei collisions

at 43 MeV/u based on as exclusive as possible detection of large fragments.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

We have used an apparatus made of 30 cells able to detect with full efficiency

fragments with Z > 8 and v > 3.0 cm/ns (4.7 MeV/u) in the 3°-30° angular range and with

Z > 10 and v > 0.5 cm/ns (0.13 MeV/u) in the 30°-150° angular range (DELF and

XYZT)2). The useful detection area covered 55% of 4 it.

The measured parameters of observed ions are Z, the atomic number, and the

velocity vector v. The experiment trigger was performed by a multiplicity requirement

amongst the 30 cells and light particles were detected in coincidence in the 3°-20° angular

range by the wall detection system^).



To avoid spurious trigger due to electron contamination and random coincidences,

the experiment was performed with a very low intensity beam which represents 10

projectile ions for each burst (1 ns over 100 ns) on thin targets. The systems under study

are Kr+Ag, Au and Th at 43 MeV/u and the maximum number of fragments significantly

produced in an event is 6 for Gold and Thorium targets and 5 for the Silver one.

3. RELATIVE VELOCITY SEPARATION

In a previous paper4), first results of this experiment were presented through a

relative velocity ( v r i = | v r vj|) analysis for the Gold target :

For each event, a global variable Y was defined as the maximum deviation of

relative velocities with respect to their mean value :

with :

ND = number of detected fragments in the event
^ND ND! , c , . , . . . .
C 2 = ^ j n ? . I 7 I = number of relative velocities in the event

min . . . 1 2 . . ,

VnJ = minimum (v^ vri,... ) in the event

Applied to an event by event analysis, a large value of Y indicates a wide

dispersion of relative velocities which is a clue for sequential decay process. On the other

hand, a low value of Y denotes a low dispersion, which is an indication of a common

source for all detected fragments.

An illustration of these points is shown in figure 1 where ND > 3 - events are

presented on several diagrams for the Au-target. We see clearly that Y > 2 cm/ns - values

are associated with fission fragments of a target like fragment in coincidence with a fast

forward projectile like fragment (1-b). Y < 2 cm/ns values are connected with an

intermediate zone (1 - c) which is the mainly populated one when looking at ND=5 or 6

events.

Events with ND=3,4,5 and 6 leading to Y<2 cm/ns present the same physical

characteristics. The most probable value of their center of mass velocity :



VCOM =
ND

/

ND

H

remains unchanged with ND and corresponds to 75% of entrance center of mass velocity

for the Au and Th targets and 80% for the Ag target The relative velocity spectrum (shape

and mean value) is also identical through ND change. All these facts allowed us to

conclude at a common origin for these events whatever the ND number value is.

Although high multiplicities are observed, global features of these Y < 2 cm/ns

events show that some fraction of linear momentum or Z remains missing : we present on

table 1 for ND = 3,4,5,6 mean values of total detected Z and total linear momentum along

the beam axis for heavy fragments. Means values of the detected number and the charge Z

of the light particles seen in the wall are also presented.

Au

ND =
ND =
ND =
ND =

3
4
5
6

<Xz >

52
63
73
81

HEAVY
< PTOT >

MeV/c

8,359
10,010
11,340
13,930

LIGHT
<NUMBER>

2.7
2.6
2.8
2.5

< Z >

2.3
2.2
2.2
2.2

TABLE I

We have seen that this Y-analysis is very powerfull to clearly separate peripheral

events from all events. But for Y < 2 cm/ns values, we can only say that the events are

"more central", especially for ND = 4,5,6 where the C2N D factor of formula (3-1)

becomes big. In other words, Y-global variable gives a first indication about the impact

parameter.

Because the VCOM most probable value remains unchanged for central events

whatever ND is, we will pursue an analysis in this most probable event frame. This frame

whose velocity corresponds to 75% of the entrance center of mass velocity for the Au and

Th targets and 80% for the Silver one will be called in the following CMR (i.e. COM

frame corresponds to a mean value in an event, CMR is related to all Y<2 cm/ns events).

An angular repartition in CMR frame is presented in figure 2 plotted via a

(cos(6*),Y) diagram, 9* b~ing die diffusion angle of each fragment in an event. We see,

in the figure, a bump around 9*=90° at low Y-values. A lcos(0*)l<O.3 selection shows

that this bump is associated to an overpopulated region where all the fragments fly almost

perpendicularly relative to the beam axis. Because this result resists to experimental cuts



via a Monte-Carlo simulation, it is a first observation of a side splashing effect in our

data. We also see in that figure that for "more central events" the impact parameter

information contained in the Y-variable is limited : some Y-0.6 cm/ns events leads to side

wards flow and some not. To characterize this compressed matter effect, which is

believed to occur at small impact parameters, some others global variables are necessary.

This process has been looked for at relativistic energies and many global variables have

been proposed5), and always rely on a shape event study.

4. SHAPE EVENT STUDY

4.a : Some definitions

The momentum tensor defines the global shape of an event in the 3-dimensional

space. This is a matrix defined by :

n=l

The sum runs over the number of fragments in the studied event, pi(n) is the ith Cartesian

coordinate of the momentum p of fragment (n) and the scalar quantity yn is a weighting

factor which may be used for emphasizing some parts of the momentum space.

The principal axis transformation of this real symmetric tensor gives three

eigenvectors (ek) associated to three eigenvalues (A.3 > A.̂  > A-i > 0). Hence, the tensor

defined by Fy can be represented by an ellipsoid whose half axes are the square root of

the eigenvalues X^. The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue lies in the

reaction plane and it defines the flow direction relative to the beam axis.

If this type of shape analysis is done over different fragment masses (mn), the

kinetic energy flow tensor has to be chosen in order to insure that heavy fragments

contribute to the matter flow tensor with the correct weight relative to lighter fragments :

1
^n~ 2m,.

Several global variables can be defined to represent the shape of the ellipsoid :
3

- the sphericity : S = j (Q1+Q2)

VT
- the coplanarity : C = -y- (QxQ1)

3
- the aplanarity : A = j Q1

with eigenvalues normalized to 1 :



*"k
Q k = - ~ (k= 1,2,3) (Q3>Q2>Q1>0)

A. i T" A*2*T" A#o

A shape event representation can be given by a kind of Dalitz plot as shown on

figure 3, where three extreme cases can be identified : spherical (isotropic emission S=I,

C=O, A=1/2), rod-like (two opposite jets : S=O, C=O, A=O) and disk-like event (isotropic

emission in a plane : S=3/4, C=V3/4, A=O).

4.b : Results

The shape analysis was performed for each event over the ND fragments detected

in DELF and XYZT whatever the Y-value is. Several things have to be pointed out before

presenting our results :

- because of the VCOM study result for central events of §3, the kinetic-energy-

flow tensor is calculated in CMR, the most probable event frame for central events. For

Y>2 cm/ns, these values are underestimated but allow us to boost these peripheral events

and have a better separation.

- in order to take into account for missing mass and momentum relative to CMR,

we added a virtual fragment corresponding to these deficits : the sum runs over N=ND+1

on formula (4-1).

- this shape analysis is generally done with p, d, t, ... for bombarding energies

where total vaporisation of the system is possible. At energies lower than 100 MeV/u,

most of the information is contained in a limited number of heavy fragments. Therefore

this analysis was done over every ND=4,5 and 6 events where the detected mass

represents 59%, 69% and 76% respectively of the CMR-mass for Au-centra). events. The

word "every" applies to Y-variable which was not constrained in order to have a complete

overview of our data.

We present on figure 4, the Qj-plots (coplanarity versus sphericity) for several

cases : Gold target ND=4 and 5, Thorium-target ND=4 and Silver target ND=4.

No spherical shaped event is observed, and almost all the events lie along the A-O

axis (Qi~0) on these logarithmic scale diagrams. We also see that disk-shaped events are

present for Au and Th targets but are underpopulated for Ag.

The aplanarity being always close to zero, we can restrain our analysis on (03,Ch)

variables. The ratio Q3/Q2 is shown on figure 5 with the corresponding flow angle. For

the Gold cases, the rod shaped events (high Q3/Q2 values) correspond to low flow

angles, on the other hand the disk shaped events (low Q3/Q2 values) are associated to a



continuous evolution of the flow angle decreasing in population from ~ 20° to 90°. For the

two other studied targets, the same conclusions from figure 4 can be driven.

On figure 6, three kinds of diagrams ai». canted. On top, velocity distributions

into the ellipsoid projected on the two major axis, on bottom, relative velocity spectra, and

on the middle (v,z) diagrams in the laboratory frame. These plots are presented for the

two extreme cases for Au ND=4 events : on the left the events of interest, disk shaped

(Q3/Q2^5 and flow angle >40°) and for a sake of comparison the rod shaped events

(Q3/Q2S40 and flow angle <20°) on the right.

For the rod shaped events, the relative velocity spectrum presents a characteristic

fission peak and a bump corresponding to low/fast velocity couples of fragments. These

features are also seen on the (v,z) diagram where we see that medium velocity values

correspond to an intermediate zone between fission fragments of a target like and

projectile like fragments. Let us point out that these events correspond to Y > 2 cm/ns

values.

For the left pictures, we are faced to a gaussian relative velocity spectra with no

two body Coulomb like value. The (v,z) diagram does not show target or projectile

remnants but indicates similar characteristics for all fragments. Furthermore, the

(VQ3.VQ2) plot denotes a common source for all the fragments centered at zero in the

ellipsoid frame. On table 2, we present mean features of this two type of events for the Au

target : the disk case and the rod case (lowered to Q3/Q2S2O) : Z, laboratory velocity, total

Z, center of mass velocity of fragments along the beam axis of the laboratory (VCOM//)

and along the two perpendicular axis relative to the beam (VCOM 1 and VCOM2) with

their root mean squares, finally the total detected momentum in the last column.

DISK

ND = 4

ND«5

ND = 6

ROD

ND = 4

ND = 5

< V >
cm/ns

3.0

3.0

3.1

< V >
cm/ns

3.41

3.23

<Z>

16.2

15

14

<Z>

18.6

16

< XZ >

65

74

81

< XZ >

74

80

< VCOM// >
cm/ns

2.15±0.41

2.18±0J4

2.19M.20

< VC0M//>
cm/ns

2.3+0.82

2J+0.67

< VCOM 1>
cm/ns

0+0.48

0*0.41

0+0.30

< VCOM 1 >
cm/ns

0+0.25

0+0.22

<VC0M 2>
cm/ns

0i0.46

0±0.39

0+0.36

<VC0M Zz.
cm/ns

0+0.24

OiO.20

<PTOT>
MeV/c

11.090

^790

13.900

<PTOT>
MeV/c

13.320

13.570

TABLE 2



We can see, especially from the root mean square values of VCOMi and VCOM2,

that the two cases are really different : the disk shaped events cannot be explained by

undetected part of the rod case. We may also point out the large values of the relative

velocities, for the disk-case, definitively larger than that is expected from Coulomb

repulsion.

With these features for the disk-case, we can say that we discovered a side

splashing effect involving almost all the system in our data with a non negligible cross

section („ 10 mbam).

Furthermore it seems, for these events, that the flow angle could be a good

representation of the impact parameter : as it decreases, the flow angle increases and the

population decreases. The effect is much pronounced for Gold and Thorium targets than

for Silver target. This analysis shows that collective effects play an important role at

GANIL energies.

5) EXPERIMENTAL ACCEPTANCE FILTER

In order to characterize detection (angle, atomic number and velocity) cuts, we

performed a Monte-Carlo simulation whose main hypotheses are for the Au case :

- multiplicity of fragments = 8

- mass of fragments given by a randomized partition of a segment which has a

length equal to the total mass

- fragment momentum given by randomizing the phase space

- 75% CMR is used.

The results are presented on figure 7. We first see that the detection system lowers

drastically the multiplicity. But this effect does not affect our results as it is seen on the

other spectra of the picture. They represent a shape analysis which was conducted as

described in §4 for the full lines which correspond to detected events with ND > 4. The

dashed lines represent the same variables calculated for the same events but adding the

real undetected part instead of the virtual fragment described in §4.

The effect of our apparatus clearly reduce the side splashing process which

reinforces our conclusions. Furthermore this simulation shows that the eventual sphere

shaped events cannot polute disk-shaped one (both S and C decreases).

CONCLUSION

We have studied the Kr+Au, Th, Ag collisions at 43 MeV/u by analyzing the

heavy (Z>10) fragments production. The number of detected fragments reached 6 for



Gold and Thorium targets and 5 for the Silver one, leading us to do a shape analysis to

characterize each event at the same time for the impact parameter and the collision

mechanism. Despite the weak (4,5,6) number of fragments used in the calculation and

probably thanks to the large fraction of the initial matter used, the analysis works very

well and we show evidence for two typical shapes :

- some events have a disk shape with very large flow angle (up to 90°)

corresponding a side splash of the whole nuclear matter for the more central collisions.

This kind of effect has been predicted by some hydro-dynamical fluid calculations and by

various dynamical calculations of the collisions taking into account the mean nuclear field

and the collision term.

- a large number of events present, like for relativistic energies, a squashed-rod

shape whose length (Q3) is related to the damping degree and where more than one source

may be localized.

We have checked that the experimental acceptance does not change heavily the

above conclusions. So it appears clearly that, at intermediate energy, the heavy fragment

production analysis is a very promising way to study the heavy nuclei collision and to

extract the properties of the nuclear matter out of equilibrium
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FIGURE 1

Contour plots for ND > 3 - Au events

(b,c and d : 1 event gives ND points

a : 1 event gives 02^-* points)
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FIGURE 2

ND > 3 - AU

Y versus cos (teta*), teta* being the polar angle of detected fragments in the

CMR frame

(1 event gives ND points)
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FIGURE 3

Shape analysis : "Dalitz-plot"

In the (sphericity, coplanarity) plane :

Sphere : (S=I, C-O)

Disk : (S=3/4, C=V3/4)

Rod : (S=O, C=O)
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FIGURE 4

[4 indépendant logarithmic scales]

Qi - plots. For all cases, the aplanarity remains always close to zero
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FIGURE 5

[4 indépendant linear scales]

Flow angle (in degree) versus ratio of the two major axes of the ellipsoid

Percentage of events which lead to Q3/Q2 > 50 :

AuND = 4 : 1 5 % AgND = 4 : 4 8 %

Au ND = 5 :7% Th ND = 4 :19 %
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FIGURE 6

Left : Disk shaped events (Q3/Q2 ̂  5 and flow angle > 40°)

Right : Rod shaped events (Q3/Q2 > 40 and flow angle < 20°)

Top pictures : logarithmic scales, in the ellipsoid frame

Middle pictures : linear scales, in the laboratory frame

Bottom pictures : relative velocity spectra
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FIGURE 7

Simulation from multiplicity = 8 - events

Dashed line : calculated with the 8 fragments

Full line : calculated with detected nuclei (ND>4) plus a virtual fragment


